YouTube is a video-sharing website that was created in 2005. It was purchased by Google in 2006 for 1.65 billion USD. Users can upload, view, and share videos on a seemingly-endless range of topics.

FAMOUS CHANNELS & STARS
Michelle Phan- Makeup and Life Skills
HowCast- tutorials and Life Hacks
Jenna Marbles- Comedy
Motor Trend - Automobiles
Vevo- Music videos
Maru - Cat musings
MovieClips- Movie trailers and scenes
College Humor- Comedy
Mother Goose Club- Children's videos
Vsauce- Best of the web
Ted Talks- Education & Inspirational Seminars
Household Hacker- Life hacks and tips
Linus Tech Tips- Technology reviews and tips
Think Geek – Geek culture
Khan Academy- Education
BuzzFeed- Pop culture
Associated Press- Top News
Mishka- Talking husky
Good Mythical Morning- Ridiculous talk show